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SECTION IV: PROCESS FLOW
Manage Authors [manageAuthors.jsp]
Manage Authors is a link available in adminHome.jsp. This link when clicked invokes the
action class named manageAuthorsAction.java.
To locate the action class, the struts configuration file [struts-manageAuthors.xml] holds the
following code spec:

When the user clicks the hyper link, the manageAuthors.jsp is served as shown in diagram
26.1.
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User Interface [showManageAuthors.action Æ
manageAuthors.jsp]

Diagram 26.1

Process Flow
Prior serving this page, a method
manageAuthorsAction.java, is invoked.

called view()

manageAuthorsAction.java [view()]
Code Spec [manageAuthorsAction.java]

of

the

action

class,

named

Manage Authors [manageAuthors.jsp]
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The view() method is invoked every time the Manage Authors form in invoked.
The view() method:


Sets the first page as 1



Invokes the getPage() method to return the first page to manageAuthors.jsp

manageAuthorsAction.java [getPage()]
Code Spec [manageAuthorsAction.java]

The getPage() method when invoked retrieves the required page's records using the DAO
object's [pg] method and populates the same in the authors List object of the Authors bean
class with the appropriate data. This object is made available to manageAuthors.jsp using the
Getter/Setter methods.
The DAO object's method uses Hibernate to retrieve such data from the underlying tables
and return the same as an object.

Add New Authors
After the manageAuthors.jsp loads, the user can key in the required data and click Save.
On clicking Save, the FORM is submitted to doInsertAuthor.action and manageAuthors.jsp
is re-served.
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To locate the action class, the struts configuration file [struts-manageAuthors.xml] holds the
following code spec:

Process Flow
Prior serving this page, a method called insertupdate() of the action class, named
manageAuthorsAction.java, is invoked.

manageAuthorsAction.java [insertupdate()]
Code Spec [manageAuthorsAction.java]

The insertupdate() method is invoked every time the user clicks Save.

Manage Authors [manageAuthors.jsp]
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The insertupdate() method:


Determines the mode i.e. whether the data has to be inserted or updated based on the
AuthorNo



If AuthorNo exists then the data is updated using the DAO object's update() method



If AuthorNo does not exist then the data is inserted using the DAO object's insert()
method

Edit Author
Every record that is listed in manageAuthors.jsp hyper links to an action called
showEditAuthor.action.

To locate the action class, the struts configuration file [struts-manageAuthors.xml] holds the
following code spec:

When the user clicks the hyper link, manageAuthors.jsp [pre-populated with the selected
author's data] is served as shown in diagram 26.2.
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User Interface [showEditAuthor.action Æ manageAuthors.jsp]

Diagram 26.2

Process Flow
Prior serving this page, a method
manageAuthorsAction.java, is invoked.

manageAuthorsAction.java [edit()]
Code Spec [manageAuthorsAction.java]

called

edit()

of

the

action

class,

named

Manage Authors [manageAuthors.jsp]
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The edit() method is invoked when a user clicks a record from the data grid in
manageAuthors.jsp.
The edit() method:


Retrieves the select record's data based on the AuthorNo received as parameter from
manageAuthors.jsp This is done with the help of the DAO object's edit() method. The
edit() method returns an object of the Authors bean class which is made available to
manageAuthors.jsp [for pre-populating the form data] using the Getter/Setter methods



Invokes the view() method to take care of the data grid population

After the user makes the desired changes and clicks Save, the FORM is submitted to
doInsertAuthor.action and manageAuthor.jsp is re-served.
To locate the action class, the struts configuration file [struts-manageAuthors.xml] holds the
following code spec:

Process Flow
Prior serving this page, a method called insertupdate() of the action class, named
manageAuthorsAction.java, is invoked.

manageAuthorsAction.java [insertupdate()]
Code Spec [manageAuthorsAction.java]
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The insertupdate() method is invoked every time the user clicks Save.
The insertupdate() method:


Determines the mode i.e. whether the data has to be inserted or updated based on the
AuthorNo



If AuthorNo exists then the data is updated using the DAO object's update() method



If AuthorNo does not exist then the data is inserted using the DAO object's insert()
method

Delete Author
Every record that is listed in manageAuthors.jsp holds
called doDeleteAuthor.action.

which is hyper linked to an action

To locate the action class, the struts configuration file [struts-manageAuthors.xml] holds the
following code spec:

When the user clicks the
hyper link, the selected record is deleted and manageAuthors.jsp
is re-served as shown in diagram 26.3.

Manage Authors [manageAuthors.jsp]
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User Interface [doDeleteAuthor.action Æ manageAuthors.jsp]

Diagram 26.3

Process Flow
Prior serving this page, a method called delete() of the action class, named
manageAuthorsAction.java, is invoked.

manageAuthorsAction.java [delete()]
Code Spec [manageAuthorsAction.java]
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The delete() method is invoked when a user clicks
manageAuthors.jsp.

from the data grid in

The delete() method in turn invokes the DAO object's delete() method passing it the
parameter received from manageAuthors.jsp using the Authors bean object's Getter method.
The DAO object's delete() method uses Hibernate and deletes the chosen record from the
underlying tables.

Manage Authors [manageAuthors.jsp]

Diagram 26.4: Manage Authors Process Flow
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